Something Ever After

Lyrics by: Jeffrey Morse and Sasha Bartol
Music by: Sasha Bartol

[Music notation follows the lyrics]

Ben:

A story begins with once upon a time and it's supposed to end with a

happily ever after and not another like mine Then we grow up and we

[Music notation continues]
Something Ever After

start to realize that life is not this fairy tale story it's

hard and imperfect takes strength and takes courage and I let it all slip a way

but now that I'm living on the other side
Something Ever After

I see the world through a new set of eyes.

I am everything I couldn't be when I was alive.

And I am learning to survive.

And while this
I wrote something ever after

I'll keep living something ever after

if I could go back to that
night would tell myself it'll all be all

right I say I'd rewrite it if I

could but really I don't know if I
Something Ever After
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would the people I love are beginning to cope
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that's all I need to know that there's hope and if I didn't would anyone have
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opened their eyes and seen this boy who was hurting and crying in
Something Ever After

side but now that boy's living on the other side

seeing the world through a whole new set of eyes yes this boy could see everything he could not

see when he was alive and though the story he told might be over and done a
no one has already begun and he will live.

Something Ever After

Some thing Ever Af ter

just like in life death isn't always as expected
I never thought that so many would be so effected but little by little smiles reappear.

placing months and months of tears
and I can finally accept that I'm not here anymore. It's my time to soar and to stand tall as a voice for all saying no things as bad as it may seem in the moment and
if you're feeling down or feeling broken just stay

strong and know that you belong

Something Ever After
Here I am watching life from the other side.

seeing the world with a new set of eyes.

seeing everything I couldn't see when I was alive.

Something Ever After
and guess what it's all right and while my

story might be over and done another one has just begun and

I'll keep living I'll keep living
Something Ever After

T
I'll keep living

Pno.

T

Pno.

T

Pno.